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PI5 Natural Gas Recoveryr Storage, and Utilization SBIR Program

Harold D. Shoemaker

Morgantown Energy Teclmology Center

SUMMARY Federal capital and may also involve follow-on,

non-SBIR funded Feder_d contracts for products

The Small Business hmovation Research or services intended for use by the U.S. Govern-

(SBIR) program was created in 1982 by Public ment. To date, the DOE has funded about 140
Law 97-219 and reauthorized ha 1992 until the Phase I applications and 55 Phase I1 applications

year 2000 by Public Law 102-564. Tile pur- per year. Success ratios for applications have

poses of Ihe new law are to (l) expand and been about 12 percent ha Phase I and 45 percent

improve the SBIR progrmn, (2) emphasize the in Phase II.

program's goal of increasiJlg private-sector com-
mercialization of technology developed through Each agency issues at least one annual

Federal R&D, (3) increase small bush_ess par- solicitation for Phase I grant applications.

ticipation in Federal R&D, mid (4) flnprove the DOE's solicitation contains topics hi teclmical

Feder_d Government's dissemination of hdbnna- areas such as Basic Energy Sciences, He',dth and

tion concerning the SBIR program. Environmental Research, High Energy and Nu-

cleat" Physics, Magnetic Fusion Energy, Energy

Eleven agencies, those with extnunural Efficiency mad Renewable Energy, Nuclear En-

R&D budgets of over $100 million, were re- ergy, Fossil Energy, Environmental Restoration

quired to establish an SBIR program using a set- and Waste Management, and Arms Control mid

aside of a stated percentage of that budget. The Nonproliferation. Each year, about 45 topics are

percentage has grown from an initiM 0.2 percent allocated among the technical areas in propor-

hi Fisc',d Year (FY) 1983 to 1.25 percent in FYs tion to theh" contributions to the budget. These

1986-1992 for the civilian agencies. Public Law funds are placed ill a COlillilOll pool, mid appli-

102-564 increases the set-aside gradually, begin- cants are selected competitively for awards on

ning with 1.5 percent in FYs 1993-1994 and scientific and teclmical merit.

attainillg a maxhnum of 2.5 percent in FY 1997.

DOE's SBIR progrmn has two features that
The fimding for the DOE SBIR program are unique:

has totaled $330 million over the fh'st 11 yeats.

The progrmn's budget for FY 1993 was $49.7 • It provides for uninterrupted funding

million. These funds at'e used to support an between Phases I and I1 for those awardees

annual competition for Phase I awards of up to that choose to submit theu" Phase II appli-

$75,000 for about 6 months to explore the feasi- cations 6 weeks before the end of their

bility of innovative concepts. Phase II is the Phase I grants. Fundhlg continuity has

l_rincipal research or R&D effort, and the awards been provided to these awardees for each of

are up to $600,000 for 1994 mid $750,000 for the past 10 years.

1995 mid beyond for a 2-yeat" period. Phase 111

is the conunerci_d application of the rese_uch • The DOE has sponsored a Cotrunercializa-

mid R&D effort by small bushlesses with non- tion Assistance Project (CAP) for the past



4 years to aid awardees ha seeking follow- Mmmger, ER-16, U.S. Dep_utment of Energy,

on filnding for Phase II1. This effoll has Washhlgton, DC 20585, telephone

provided individual assistance in developing (301) 903-5867.

business plans and in prepm'ing presenta-
tions to potential investment sponsors. A Fossil Energy natural-gas topic has been

Forty-three percent of the cotnp_mies that a part of the DOE SBIR prograna shlce 1988.

p_uticipated hi the 1991 CAP achieved fur- To date, 50 Phase I SBIR natural-gas applica-
ther funding for their projects, resulth_g hi a tioz_s have been funded. Of these 50, 24 were

total of more than $5.5 million in private- successful in obtaining Phase II SBIR funding.

sector support tow,'u'd commercialization. The current Phase [I natural-gas research proj-
In lhe IO93 CAP, potential awardees made ects awarded under the SBIR program and man-

presentations to about 55 sponsors from aged by METC m'e presented below by award

venture capittd lit'ms and lm'g.e corporations, year. The presented infonuation on these 2-year

projects i11cludes project title, awardee, and a

In the 1994 DOE SBIR solicitation, the project sununary.

DOE Fossil Energy topics are

• Innovative Fossil Solids and Liquids Proc- 1992 PItASE II PROJECTS

esshag and Related Crosscutting Applica-

tions Landf'dl Gas Recovery for Vehicular Natural
Gas and Food Grade Carbon Dioxide -- Action

• Advanced Enviromnent_d Control Tech- Technologies. Inc., 6027 Castlehill Drive,

nology for Fossil Energy Clevelmad, Ohio 44143

• Advanced Technology for the Recovery, Landfill gas (LFG), composed of methane

Storage, and Utilization of Natural Gas _ultl carbon dioxide in roughly equal proportions,

_dong with a myriad of trace contamitumts, is

• Co',d-Based Power Systems Technology now essentially a wasted resource tlmt could

provide locally significant supplementtd energy.

• Enhmaced Oil Recovery. Research is ongoing to further develop a process

that recovers both high fonn-vMue methane and

The subtopics for this solicit_tion's natured food-grade cmbon dioxide. The process requires

gas topic are (1) Advanced Geotecimology ha no solvents, absorbents, or other physical sepa-
Production Al_plications , (2) Advanced Geotech- rating agents, which often themselves become

nology in Gas Storage Operations, (3) Advanced envhonment_d problems.
Enviromnental Considerations ha the Recovery

of Natural Gas, and (4) Advanced Concepts for Vehicular natural gas (VNG) ties the value

Transportatitul and Utilization of Natural Gas. of methane recovered from LFG to tr,'tnsporta-
tion fuels rather tlatu_ pipeline gas. The market

The 1994 DOE SBIR solicitation ',','as mail- for VNG is expanding rapidly with the advent of

ed to prospective proposers on November 15, clean air concerns and the push fiDr altenmtive

1993, and the proposals are due to DOE by Feb- clean transportation fuels. LFG methane is

ruary 14, 1994. Questions about the DOE SBIR scrubbed clean of trace cont;uninants by con-

progrmn may be addressed to Mrs. Kay Etzler, densed, liquid, carbon dioxide. Food-grade

Program Spokesperson, c/o SBIR Progrmn carbon dioxide is produced hi one stage of



triple-point cryst,dlization. Phase I established 95 percent. In Phase II, a reverse osmosis unit
the technical and economic feasibility of the will be ev,'duated for its efficiency and cost el-

technology. The primary objective of Phase 1I fectiveness as a first step in the brine reduction
is demonstration of carbon dioxide purification process. The produced fresh water could be

by triple-point cryst',dlization on a sc',de corn- used for agricultural proposes. The submerged
mensurate with hmdfill gas recovery applica- combustion evaporator would reduce the remain-

tions. Production of approximately 25 tons per ing brine volume so that the combhmd processes

day of pure liquid carbon dioxide corresponds to would then reduce the brine stream of a typical
treatment of about 2 million standard cubic feet/ producing site by a factor of 25 or more. A

day of raw LFG. Secondary objectives are the pulse combustion dryer could reduce the result-
contitlued expansion of the process d_ta base, ing concentrated brine slurry to disposable sol-
examination of final LFG dehy_h'ation, mid corn- ids, water vapor, and combustion products.

pletion of a refhled design and economic mvaly-

sis of the Phase I coltunerci_d LFG recovery Phase II research consists of the following

process, parts: (1) pilot tests of reverse ostnosis units to

determhle their operating perform,'mce and cost
A Brine Disposal Process for Coalbed Gas Pro- effectiveness (coal-gas brine elements and condi-

duction -- Aquatech Services, Inc., P.O. Box tions that would dmnage the membranes will be

946, Fair Oaks, C,difomia 95628 isolated); (2) tests of a pulsed-cotnbustion dryer

apparatus ,'rod solids handlhag facility to reduce

In Phase II, a brine dispostd process is the concentrated brine that is discharged from

being developed that converts the entire brh_e the submerged combustion evaporator to a zero

production streatn of a typic_d coalbed gas- liquid level; (3) tests of the combined compo-

production site into (a) clean water for agricul- heats of reverse osmosis, submerged combustion

tural and other uses, combustion products, and evaporation, ,'rod pulsed combustion drying (,or

water vapor that can be released h_to the atmo- alternates determined later) to provide an inte-

sphere; and (b) dry solids that m'e recycled for grated brh_e disposal process; and (4) a study of

hldustrial consumption, the cost effectiveness of a range of the basic

tluee compolaents. These components will be

Co_dbeds in the U.S. contain gas reserves ewduated against each other to arrive at an

estimated at 401 trillion cubic feet. The energy optimized solution to the brine disposal problem.
in these reserves could meet the entire U.S. et_-

ergy requirements for a period of 5 years. As Development of Hollow-Fiber Modules for the

coal gas is recovered, brine also is produced. Purification of Natural Gas -- Bend Research,

Federal, state, and local regulations governing Inc., 64550 Resem'cli Road, Bend, Oregon

llealth _ultl environment_d protection lvtve made 97701-8599

existing brhle disposed methods, such as the use

of injection wells, more complex and costly. All natural gas at the wellhead contains

This Phase II resem'ch will provide ,'m environ- contaminants such as water vapor that must be

mentally acceptable m_d cost-effective alternative removed before the gas c,'m be tr,'msported in the

disposal teclmique, pipeline. Conventional naturM-gas purification

processes are coming under it_creased environ-

Pimse I resemch successfully demonstrated ment_d scruthly because they emit hamfful treat-

a viable, submerged, combustion evaporation meat chemicals, undesirable components from

process that reduced brhle volume by more thin1 the natural gas, or both. While membrane



processes are potentially ideal for the purifica- Spontaneous Natural Gas Oxidative Dimeriza-
lion of natural gas, current membr_me systems tion Across Mixed Conducting C_.eramie Mere-

cannot be used for a number of important appli- branes -- Eltron Rese,'u'ch, Inc., 2830 Wilderness
cations because of lhuilations of membr_une Place, Boulder, Colorado 80301-5455

materials and module designs. Those disadvlua-

rages lead to excessive gas losses and other This project will be directed towards

peffonuance problems, developing mixed proton- and electron-

conducting perovskite membranes that promote
The overall goal of this progrmr_ is the de- the spontaneous and highly selective oxidative

velopment of hollow-fiber membrane modules dimerization of methane. Membr,'ules behave as

capable of dehydrathlg natural gas witll milfimal short ch'cuited electrochemical cells with both

gas loss. Development of these n|odules would ionic and electronic transport proceedhlg Ilu'ough

make it possible it, use the membrane-based the membrmle bulk.

process to tlehydrate natural gas at the wellhead

economically, thus advancing full utilization of Work perfon'ned during Phase 1 identified

domestic gas reserves. Dr|ring Phase I, signifi- mixed conducthlg membranes possessing high

cant progress was made towm'd developing tech- selectivity to promote tl_e subject reaction. This

nology that meets this go_d. was achieved by avoiding the presence of mo-

bile oxygen rations at the membralte oxidizhlg

ltollow fibers were made of hydrocarbon- surface that could lead to undesirable deep

resista_t polymers and tested at pressures of meth_me oxidation products (carbon dioxide).
1,000 lb per square-inch-gage (psig). Short-

comings in the selective coating _uad in the Phase II includes (I) selecting preferred
coatability of the inside surfaces of these pre- perovskite mixed conducting membranes;

liminary high-burst-pressure fibers led to higher- (2) perfomahlg an in-delXh study of membrane

tha_l-deshed gas h)sses; llowever, tests at 500 perfonauulce; (3) Ol)tin_izing preparation tech-

psig demollstrated the feasibility of this tech- niques for nlembranes to be incorporated hato
nology and its potential for providing a low-cost, ilttern',dly _ultl externally nl_ufifoltled metha!'.e

energy-efficient method to dehyth'ate natural gas. ;'eactors; (4) conducting extensive perfonn_u_ce
testing of methane reactors; and (5) characteriz-

Phase II is aimed at improving the coat- hag perfommnce enhancement that may be real-

ability of the inside surfaces of the fibers. In ized from suppo_led membrane structures pre-

addition, a coathag that is optimized for low gas pared using metal oxide chemical vapor deposi-

losses at 1,000-psig operation will be developed, tion teclmiques. Application of the mature tech-

The ulthnate goal of Phase II is to perfom_ a nology will be expected to be both shuple and
field test hi collaboration with a Phase Iii corn- inherently low cost, and should chcumvent

mercialization partner. The perfoma_mce targets m_my of the conversion efficiency restrictions

for tiffs field test are (a) dehydration of natural currently lhlaiting amdogous heterogeneous reac-

gas to 7 ib water pet" million standard cubic feet dons. Results and experience gained during

with a gas loss o1:3 percent or less, ,'utd (b) a Pllase I1 will provide the technical _uad engineer-

productivity of at least 2 stoaldard cubic feet per big basis from which Phase 111development and

nfim|te per square foot of membr_me area. co_mllerci_dization will proceed.



A Low-Cost Offshore Drilling System for Nalu- rectional drilling requirements provide an op-
ral Gas Hydrates -- Qaest Integrated, Inc., 21414 poxlunity to reduce drilling costs by eliminating

68th Avenue South, Kent, Washhlgton 98032 tile dowlfllole motor for lnany direction',.d _:h'illhag

applications.

Accumulations of methmae hydrates in Ina-

rine sediments have implications for a variety of Phase I demonstrated the feasibility of a

offshore activities, including geotec!mical engi- motorless directional drilling (MDD) concept for

neering of bottom-founded stnlctures, geochemi- oil allcI gas wells. The elhl_ination of the high

cal exploration for oil and gas exploration, deep- maintenance and high cost components hi down-

water drilling operations, marine sedhnent hole motors is esthnated to save about 60 per-

t:,:oustics, ev',duation of the global methane cent ha motor costs. In addition, the MDD

budget, and potential exploitation as an uncon- could enable the rapidly advancing coiled tubing

ventional gas resource. Numerot_:_ studies have and slim-hole drilling techr|ology to steer

observed or inferred the occurrence of hydrates precisely to fommtion reservoirs.

in the seclimel_ts of continental m_u'gins over

large ;u'eas; however, observations of the struc- Phase II will include analysis and compo-
ture alld distl'ibution of these llydrates have been neat, t!unctiomd, and fieltl testing. Early hi the

limited by conventiomd drilling, coring, _md progx'anl, applications that have the best ctumce

sanapling teclmology, of teclmical and commercial success will be

identified, and the MDD will be developed for

Phase I research identified critical develop- those market areas.

me|at requirements for an integrated drilling/

completion system for characterizing metlaane Development of a Multiple Fracture Creation

hydrate accumulations and assesshlg the poten- Process for Stimulation of Horizontally Drilled
titd for gas production. Wells -- TPL, Inc., 3754 Hawkins NE, Albu-

querque, New Mexico 87109
Phase 11 includes fabrication and testing of

a low-cost system fi_r drillhlg small-diameter I:'ulsed fracturing processes, capable of mul-

holes in water (ieptlas of up to 3,000 meters with tiple fracture creation, are attractive for oil and
sediment penetration! depths of 500 meters. Drill gas well stitntnlation because of low cost, in-

ct|ttiJ_gs will be relumed to the surface for the creased production efficiencies, _uad exlhance-

analysis of sedhnent gas concentration arid corn- meat of production economics. Naturally frac-

position, tured reservohs are prinuuy targets because of

the higher probability of fracture intersection.

A Motorless Directional Drill for Oil and Gas This approach to stimulation has numerous ben-
Wells -- Quest Integrated, Inc., 21414 68th Ave- efits for horizontal wells. The economics are

hue South, Kent, Washington 98032 pa_ticul,'u'ly attractive for mature oil ,'uad gas

wells. "l'lle effectiveness of early pulsed frac-
Curre_llly, xnuch of the U.S. o[1 reserve turing tests was margined, believed attributable

exists itl depleted reservoias and tiglit fommtions to erroneous multiple fracture creation design
that could greatly benefit frown dhectioxud methodology.

drilling. However, the high cost of direction,'d

drilling cannot always be justified, and, there- A new design methodology has been

fore, these resources face abandonnae|lt. Modem fonuulated that is applicable to a variety of
materi_ds, an_dysis, and more knowledge of di- weUbore conditions. In Phase 1, the new



multiple-fracture-creation design methodology strhlgent enviromuentM regulations are legislated

was applied to representative Devoniaa] Shale and enforced, current gas-sweetening technology

trod Western Tight Gas Sands wells. Fracture will become hladequate for economically utiliz-

requh'ements were defined. Based on closed ing the nations' sour-gas reserves -- esthnated to

bomb tests, an appropriate propellant system was be 135 trillion cubic feet.
formulated. A calibrated combustion model was

applied to a reMistic pulsed fl'acturing/wellbore Continued development of a membrane-

situation. Computed results hldicaJed tlmt mul- reactor-based process to sweeten sour naturM

tiple fractures could be created, gas without releashlg sulfur compounds (sucl_ as

SO x) to the atmosphere or producing other toxic
The Phase II project, through gun bah'el or polluting by-products appears promising. The

testing that includes a projectile mass to stimu- membrane-reactor process will be energy- and

late fi'acture creation, will fommlate a propellant cost-efficient comp,-u'ed to currently used proc-

material system to opthnize fl'acture creation aud esses. The membr,'me-reactor achieves high ef-

extension. Refined modelflag capability will be ficiency in the dhect conversion of hydrogen

developed. All hnproved enghaeerh_g system for sulfide hi the sour-gas feed to elememal sulfl_r

downhole applications will be designed mad test- and hyc:hogen, by employizlg a plathaum-coated,

ed. Two field test series (4-6 wells) are plamled hydrogen-permeable metal membrzme that cata-

for a shallow sandstone and deeper limestone lyzes the decomposition of hydrogen sulfide mid

fields. Reservoir characterization ,'rod wellbore simultataeously separates hydrogen as it is
logging will accomp_my the stimulation tests to produced.

qumltify the created fracture systems. Produc-

tion will be monitored to assess sthnulation ef- In Phase I, the llydrogen sulfide thermolysis
fectivetless. Successflfl field tests m'e a.tatici- reaction catalyzed by the membraale surfiice was

pated, establishfl_g a data base to support a shown to be very rapid, mid the rate of conver-

commerci',.dization effol_, sion of hydrogen sulfide to hydrogen arid ele-

mental sulfur (beyond the equilibrium value)

was shown to be proportional to the rate of hy-

1993 PI-LASE II PROJECTS drogen removal by the metal membrane. Tests
at re_distic operating conditions showed that the

A Pr_,w,,essfor Sweetening Sour Gas by Direct fonuation of coke and other by-products on the

Thennolysis of Hydrogen Sulfide -- Bend membrane surface was insignificam.
Research, Inc., 64550 Research Road, Bend,

Oregotl 97701-8599 Phase II is directed at increasing hydrogen

flux by reducing the thickness of the Pt coating

About 25 percent of the natural gas pro- on the feed surface of the membr,'me. Using a

duced in the U.S. comains excessive maaotmts of prototype reactor tlmt utilizes this high-flux

hydrogen sulfide. Current methods for treatfllg membrm_e, a synthetic sour natural-gas feed (at

this sour natural gas (e.g., alnhae scrubbialg 1,000 psi) will be treated by reducing hydrogen
coupled with flmhlg or the Claus process, mid sulfide from an hfiti',d concentration of about

liquid redox systems) produce enviromuentally 0.5 percent down to _<4 pmts per million (pipe-
objectionable by-products. As increasiaagly lflae specifications).
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Remote Leak Survey Capability for Natural Gas diffusion electrodes, demonstrating high activity
Transport Storage and Distribution Systems -- towards promothag initi_d oxygen reduction,

Deacon Research, 2440 Embarcadero Way, Palo from a methane/oxygen reactant gas mixture.

Alto, C'Mifomia 94303 Subsequent proton abstraction from the meth,me

intermediate was found to be followed by reac-

The detection of natural gas and coal mine tion to yield methanol and ethanol. Experimen-
methane leakage is important for both worker tal conditions were identified that gave high

safety and environrnental cotlsiderations. The efficiencies for this process and provided a

accepted teclmiques to detect such leaks ,ate teclmical foundation for opthuization. Meth,'mol

based upon slow air-sniffh_g systems that detect synthesis rates observed tlurh_g Phase I using
the major COllStituent of Hatural gas (methtme) electrodes that were not yet optinfized, were up

by chemical means. While such techniques are to tlu'ee orders of magnitude greater than those

sensitive, they are slow and must be employed for convention',d heterogeneous methanol

iu the hamaediate vicinity of the suspected leak. synthesis.
Remote optical detection of methane has been

demonstrated, but sucll systems have been too Phase lI will include (1) preparing selected

complicated for field use. electrocat_dysts _uld catalysts; (2) perfonnhlg all

h_ depttl electrochemic',d study of electrocaralyst

Phase I developed a small alld rugged re- and catalyst optimization for hllproved selective

mote optic,'d sensor for the detection of dilute methane hydroxylation; (3) incorporating pre-
gaseous methane in air that utilizes a proprietary ferred dispersed electrocatalysts and catalysts

stabilization scheme. The approach is consid- into gas diffusion electrodes, compatible for ap-
erably less complicated than other schetnes, such plication with aqueous and polymer electrolyte-

as distributed feedback fi'equency stabilization, based electrolytic teclmology: and (4) fabrication

and will be itlexpellsive ellougll to m_ulufacture atltl perfomuulce testhlg of electrt_lytic stack

for sever,d co_mnerci'al areas. The sezlsitivity, technology. The application of mature tech-

ruggedness, alld simplicity of this approach was nology for methtme hydroxylutiota leadhlg to al-

demonstrated ill Phase I. cohol synthesis will be expected to proceed with

higher selectivity and efficiency and at a higher

Phase II will develop a prototype system rate th,-m for related heterogeneous reactions that

desigtl suitable for field testhag for performance lead to the stone reaction products.
mltl regulator7 certification.

Reinterpretation of Existing Wellbore Log Data

Electrochemic'al Natural Gas Reduction to Aico- Using Neural-Based Pattern Recognition Proc-

hols -- Eltron Research, inc., 2830 Wilderness esses -- Jason Associates Corporation, 1500
Place, Boulder, Colorado 80301-5455 West Cma'al Court, Suite 400, Littleton, Colorado

8O120.

Tile purpose of this project is to develop

_ttlvanced electrolytic teclulology to promote A significant portion of the known gas re-

n_etiuule hydroxylation at practic',d rates, selec- serves is contahled within heterogeneous reser-

tivities, _uld efficiencies that leads to the syn- voirs for which well loggh_g, ushlg current

thesis of conuuerci',dly significmlt alcohols, maalytic_d teclmiques, often c_m only provide
qmditative infomaation. This is because of the

Phase I identified advanced electrocatalyst indeterminate nature of geologic signal process-
,'rod catalyst sites that were incorporated into gas ing, combined with the inherent limitation of



utilizing mechanistic approaches to analyze the of the producing sand. Maps were produced

interrelationships of multiple signals it1 complex that identified producing trends for the study
geologic formations, field.

Hydrocarbon Signature Logs (HSLs) identi- Phase II will define proct, ss capabilities and

fy produchag zolles with a greater degree of limitations. Procedures for model verification

accuracy thma c_ua be derived using conventiomd mid validation will be designed. The PROWLS

wellbore analysis. This greater accuracy can process will be imbedcled into an existing corn-
substantially increase the h:droca.rbon discovery merci:d well-log software system. Extensive

rate for obscure reservoirs. HSLs are created demonstration cases will be developed to show

using a proprietary process termed PROWLS system capabilities.
(Pattern Recognition for Wellbore Log Suites).
PROWLS is based upon an emergent pattern An Advanced Liquid Membrane System for Nat-

recognition teclmology called neural computhlg ural Gas Purification -- LSR Teclmologies, Inc.,

that has been developed primtu'ily tluough 898 Main Street, Acton, Massachusetts 01720

Department of Defense-sponsored research to
address the problems of identifying mi_lit_u'y The cost associated with contaminant re-

t_u'gets in difficult environments, moval from natural gas is considerable. Impu-
rities such as hyd|ogen sulfide, cal'boll dioxide,

Phase I successfully adapted this tech- nitrogen, moisture, and natur,,d gas liquids must

nology so that it c_ua be used to identify oil- be removed in order for the gas to be suitable

producing zones ha a well, using a suite of for pipeline transport. Hydrogen sulfide removed

conventional wellbore logs. Initial proof-of- and recovery, in particular, can involve costly

concer)t demonstration used the Siluri_ul processing steps because of the low selectivity

lllterlake fonrmtion, which is an Upper Interlake of this cont_mainant by claetaaic,'d solvents that

Subgroul') of the central Williston B_sill that pro- also have ,-ul aff'mity for c,'_bon dioxide.
duced t)il arid gas fi'om sequelices of tlfiidy

ititerbedded peritid_d dolomites alltl czdcareous This project will develop a novel Moving

dolomites. On the Nesson Anticline. the Liquid Membr_ule System (MLMS) for the se-

Silurian interval is recognized as an _l_ezlwith a lective removed of hydrogen sulfide. The

high potential for by-passed productioH because MLMS combhaes absorption and regeneration in

of the extreme difficulty of identifyit_g pay the s,'ua'Jeprocesshag unit. Its design utilizes a

zones using conventional log analysis. HSLs large surface area for high mass transfer in a

developed tbr wells in this formation identified compact control volume. Also, the liquid chcu-
produchlg hltervals to a high degree tlaz_twere lation rate is much lower thzul that of convell-

not achievable with conventional analysis, tional absolption systems. Phase I has shown

that the MLMS has the ability to produce very

Phase I demonstrated that PROWLS can re- high hydrogen sulfide permeability and hy-

liably estimate production of tight g_ls sz_tntls drogen sulfide/carbon dioxide selectivity. The

based upon patterns contained within the log bench-scale membrane apparatus has also proven

suites. Further, PROWLS accurately idelllified to be completely stable with no evidence of

all of the dry wells within tile study field. HSLs membrane dryout t)r degradation. The concept

were pro(.luced that showed defhlitive sigmltures, needs further refhaement of its design through

hldicathlg dowlfllole porosity and pem_eability additional laboratory and pilot-scale testhlg.



Phase I1 will focus on fmdaer testing for a htrger pilot-scale unit will be constructed to
hydrogen sulfide removal us h_g simulant feed evaluate the long-term operability of the system

gases. It is also hnportmu that new gas ptx_c- with hldustrial gas. A key aspect of the research

essing technology be brought to the field to will be to bring the teclmology to the demon-

validate its operability with real gas. Therefore, stration stage.
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